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We present measurements of elliptic flow (v2) of electrons from the decays of heavy-flavor hadrons (eHF)
by the STAR experiment. For Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV we report v2, for transverse momentum
(pT ) between 0.2 and 7 GeV/c, using three methods: the event plane method (v2{EP}), two-particle correlations
(v2{2}), and four-particle correlations (v2{4}). For Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 62.4 and 39 GeV we report v2{2}
for pT < 2 GeV/c. v2{2} and v2{4} are nonzero at low and intermediate pT at 200 GeV, and v2{2} is consistent
with zero at low pT at other energies. The v2{2} at the two lower beam energies is systematically lower than at√
sNN = 200 GeV for pT < 1 GeV/c. This difference may suggest that charm quarks interact less strongly with
the surrounding nuclear matter at those two lower energies compared to √sNN = 200 GeV.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.95.034907
I. INTRODUCTION
Experiments of ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions aim to
create deconfined strongly interacting matter, a quark-gluon
plasma (QGP), and to study the QGP properties [1–4]. Heavy
quarks (charm and bottom) provide a unique probe of the QGP
properties [5–7]: because their masses are large compared
with the thermal energy expected in heavy-ion collisions [8],
they are mainly produced in interactions with high momentum
transfer, very early in the heavy-ion collisions, and they are
expected to interact with the QGP differently than light and
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strange quarks [9–12]. For example, the Djordjevic-Gyulassy-
Levai-Vitev [12] theory successfully describes the observed
light hadron quenching with gluon radiation alone, while
additional collisional energy loss is required for charm and
bottom quarks. Moreover, heavy quark production is sensitive
to the dynamics of the nuclear medium created in the collisions
[13]; measurements of their production and elliptic flow v2
could be used to determine the fundamental properties of the
QGP, such as transport coefficients (see, for instance, Ref.
[14] and references therein). Electrons from the decays of
heavy-flavor hadrons (eHF) represent well the directions of the
parent D (B) mesons when the transverse momentum (pT )
of the electron is pT > 1.5(3) GeV/c [15,16]. Thus eHF v2
serves as a good proxy for heavy quark v2, particularly at high
transverse momenta. At lower pT eHF still carries information
about the parent meson v2, even though it is diluted by the
decay kinematics [17].
Heavy quark in-medium interactions have been studied
at both the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Energy loss is experimentally
investigated by the nuclear modification factor RAA, which is
defined as the yield in heavy-ion collisions divided by that
in p + p scaled by the number of binary collisions. Both the
STAR and PHENIX experiments reported a strong suppression
of eHF production at high transverse momenta at midrapidity
in central Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV [18–20],
relative to eHF produced in p + p collisions. No significant
attenuation of the eHF yield was observed in d+Au collisions
[19,21]. Moreover, the charmed meson RAA (measured via the
full reconstruction of hadronic decay of D0) in central Au+Au
collisions at that energy [22] shows a strong suppression
for pT > 3 GeV/c. These results indicate that heavy quarks
lose energy while traversing a dense strongly interacting
medium created in heavy-ion collisions. The LHC experiments
observed a similar situation in heavy-ion collisions at √sNN =
2.76 TeV: heavy flavor production (studied either via charmed
mesons [23,24], semileptonic decays of heavy-flavor hadrons
at forward rapidity [25], J/ψ from B-hadron decays [26], or
b-flavored jets [27]) is suppressed in central Pb+Pb collisions
compared to the p + p case. Furthermore, a nonzero, positive
elliptic flow of eHF and μHF was detected at the top RHIC
[18,20] energy and at the LHC [28,29] at low and intermediate
pT . Those data suggest a collective behavior of heavy quarks
(mainly charm) with low transverse momenta. Charmed meson
v2 measured at the LHC [30] and RHIC [31] supports this
interpretation.
One of the difficulties in interpretation of the v2 results
is that various methods have different sensitivities to elliptic
flow fluctuations and to particle correlations not related to the
reaction plane, so-called nonflow. Jets and resonance decays
are considered to be the most important sources of these
nonflow correlations. In this paper, we present the STAR
measurements of the eHF v2 using two- and four-particle
correlations [32] (v2{2} and v2{4}, respectively) and the
event plane method (v2{EP}) [33] in Au+Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV at RHIC. In the case of v2{2} and v2{EP},
there are positive contributions from both v2 fluctuations and
nonflow (the event plane and two-particle correlation methods
are approximately equivalent [34]). When v2 is obtained
TABLE I. Au+Au data samples used for the analysis. The
numbers represent 0–60 % most central events.
Collision energy √sNN Data sample (million events)
200 GeV (minimum-bias trigger) 142
200 GeV (high tower trigger) 41
62.4 GeV (minimum-bias trigger) 39
39 GeV (minimum-bias trigger) 87
with four-particle correlations (v2{4}), the fluctuations give
a negative contribution and nonflow is suppressed. Therefore,
v2{2} gives an upper limit, and v2{4} gives a lower limit, on
elliptic flow [35].
The heavy-flavor nuclear modification factor and elliptic
flow at the top RHIC energy indicate that heavy quarks
interact strongly with the QGP. RHIC Beam Energy Scan
results show that elliptic flow of inclusive charged hadrons
is approximately independent of beam energy in the range
39–62.4 GeV (the difference is less than 10% for 0.5 <
pT < 3 GeV/c) [36]. Current data on the eHF RAA and v2
in Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 62.4 GeV are inconclusive
about whether heavy quarks interact with a nuclear medium
at that lower energy as strongly as at √sNN = 200 GeV.
We present new measurements of the eHF v2{2} in Au+Au
collisions at √sNN = 62.4 and 39 GeV. The eHF v2{2} at
these energies could provide information about the energy
dependence of the strength of heavy quark interactions with a
hot and dense nuclear medium.
II. DATA ANALYSIS
Three main STAR subsystems are used in this analysis: the
Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [37], the Barrel Electromag-
netic Calorimeter (BEMC) [38], and the Time-of-Flight (TOF)
[39] detectors. These detectors provide tracking and particle
identification.
The data used in this analysis were obtained using
minimum-bias and high-pT (so-called high tower [40]) trig-
gers. The minimum-bias trigger was defined as a coincidence
signal in the east and west vertex position detectors (VPDs)
[41] located 5.7 m from the interaction point, in the pseudora-
pidity range 4.2  η  5.1. The high tower triggers required
at least one BEMC tower passing a given transverse energy
threshold. We used cascading triggers with thresholds of
∼2.6,∼3.5, and ∼4.2 GeV. Collision centrality is determined
using the number of reconstructed tracks in the TPC within
|η| < 0.5 [42]. Events with primary vertices located within
±30 cm of the TPC’s geometrical center along the beam
direction and with 0–60 % centrality are selected for the
v2 measurement. The data samples used in this study are
summarized in Table I. The number of high tower events
correspond to 6.34 × 109 minimum-bias events within the
analyzed centrality range.
We select tracks with at least 20 points measured in the
TPC and at least 52% of the maximum number of possible
TPC points (which is 45 at midrapidity) to remove split tracks
(one track reconstructed as two or more in the TPC). The
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FIG. 1. Examples of nσe distribution with fits for different hadronic components for minimum-bias Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 62.4 GeV
at (a) low and (b) high momenta.
distance of closest approach (DCA) in the three-dimensional
space of a track to the collision vertex is required to be less
than 1.5 cm, which corresponds to three standard deviations
of the DCA distribution.
Electrons are identified using the ionization energy loss
(dE/dx) in the TPC, the time of flight in the TOF detector, and
the energy deposited in BEMC towers. First, we select tracks
with |η| < 0.7 and 0 < nσelectron < 3, where nσelectron is the
number of standard deviations from the expected mean dE/dx
for electrons in the TPC. The nσelectron cut was chosen to
optimize the purity (to reduce a potential systematic error due
to hadron contamination) and the available statistics (which is
crucial for the v2{4} measurement). For pT < 1 GeV/c, the
velocity β measured in the TOF is used to reject kaons: we
require |1 − 1/β| < 0.03 at 200 GeV, −0.03 < 1 − 1/β <
0.02 at 62.4 GeV, and −0.03 < 1 − 1/β < 0.01 at 39 GeV.
Different cuts are used because of the slightly different
TOF resolution at different energies [43]. To further enhance
electron identification at 39 and 62.4 GeV, we impose a more
stringent requirement onnσelectron (0 < nσelectron < 2) for these
collision energies. In the pT range where the proton dE/dx
band overlaps with the electron band (1 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c),
we apply an additional cut of |1 − 1/β| < 0.1 in order to
reduce proton contamination. Finally, at pT > 1 GeV/c, we
select tracks that have a momentum-to-energy ratio in the
range 0.3 < pc/E < 2, where E is the energy of a single
BEMC tower associated with a TPC track. The BEMC has a
Shower Maximum Detector (SMD), which is a proportional
gas chamber with strip readout at a depth of five radiation
lengths designed to measure shower shapes and positions in
the pseudorapidity–azimuthal angle (η-φ) plane, and used
to discriminate between electrons and hadrons. To further
improve the purity of the electron sample, we require tracks to
occupy more than one strip in both φ and η SMD planes.
Hadron contamination is estimated by first fitting a sum
of Gaussian functions for charged hadrons and electrons to
the nσelectron distribution in momentum bins, after applying all
electron identification and track quality cuts, except the cut on
nσelectron itself. Figure 1 shows examples of such fits for the
0.9 < p < 1 GeV/c and 2 < p < 4 GeV/c bins for 62.4 GeV
data. In Fig. 1(a), we also include a Gaussian for merged
pions that arise from track merging due to the finite two-track
resolution of the TPC; these have a dE/dx approximately
two times larger than “regular” pions. Parameters of the
Gaussian functions (mean and width) for each fit component
are constrained using high-purity electron and hadron samples.
The parameters for electrons are fixed based on an electron
sample from photon conversion in the detector material and
the Dalitz decay of π0 and η mesons. These electrons were
identified by selecting e+e− pairs with a low invariant mass
(me+e− < 0.15 GeV/c2); we describe this procedure in the
next paragraph.
For hadrons, we use the TOF at low and intermediate
momenta to select tracks with a mass close to the mass
expected for that specific hadron. At p > 1.5 GeV/c, pions
from K0s decays are selected, which are identified via sec-
ondary vertex reconstruction. At high momenta a simplified
fit model (three Gaussian functions: for electrons, pions,
and protons combined with kaons) describes the nσelectron
distribution well [see Fig. 1(b)]. To improve fitting in the
ranges where the kaon and the proton dE/dx bands overlap
with the electron band, we impose constraints on the hadron
amplitudes: the amplitude of a Gaussian for a hadron is limited
by the values determined outside of the crossing range, where
hadron-electron separation is feasible. The Gaussian fits in
nσelectron bins are then used to calculate the hadron yields
within the nσelectron range selected for the analysis. Purity
is defined as a ratio of electrons to all tracks that passed
034907-4
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FIG. 2. (a) Electron purity and (b) photonic electron tagging
efficiency. The bands show the combined systematic and statistical
uncertainties. Centrality classes are indicated in the plot.
the quality and electron identification cuts. The width of the
momentum bins is determined by the available statistics. At
low p we use narrow bins (widths of 50 or 100 MeV/c)
and at higher momentum (p > 3 GeV/c for 200 GeV and
p > 2 GeV/c for lower energies) we adopted bin widths of 1
or 2 GeV/c. The relativistic rise of pion dE/dx within a wide
momentum bin could lead to a non-Gaussian shape of the pion
nσelectron distribution. To quantify how much this affects our
measurement, we compared the purity in the momentum range
3 < p < 6 GeV/c obtained with very narrow bins (50 MeV/c)
with that using a wide bin of 3 < p < 6 GeV/c. As the results
from these two choices of binning are consistent, the binning
does not have a significant effect on the purity. The purity as a
function of pT is finally calculated using a correlation between
the inclusive electron pT and momentum, the uncertainty on
which is included in the systematic uncertainty evaluation.
Figure 2(a) shows the purity as a function of pT . The results
have similar shapes for all data sets. The overall purity is
90% or better and hadron contamination is only significant
for pT ∼ 0.5–0.6 GeV/c and pT ∼ 0.8–1.1 GeV/c due to
the overlap of the kaon and the proton dE/dx bands. To
minimize systematic uncertainty due to hadron contamination,
we removed the pT bins of 0.5–0.6 and 0.7–1.2 GeV/c from
the analysis.
The primary source of physical background for this analysis
are so-called photonic electrons. These electrons originate
from real photon conversion in the detector material or
from Dalitz decay of light mesons (mostly π0 and η).
The material thickness relevant for the photon conversion
background in STAR in 2010 amounts to 1.05% of a radiation
length. It comes mostly from the beam pipe (0.29%), the
inner field cage (0.45%), and a wrap around the beam pipe
(0.17%) [40]. We identify photonic electrons using a statistical
approach, as a signal in the low mass region of the dielectron
me+e− mass spectrum (mass me+e− < 0.15 GeV/c2) [40].
Each primary photonic electron candidate is paired with an
opposite-sign electron (so-called partner) in an event. We
estimate the combinatorial background in this procedure with
the like-sign technique, by taking all possible e+e+ and
e−e− pairs in an event and adding these two distributions
together. Figure 3 shows examples of me+e− distributions for
minimum-bias Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 39, 62.4, and
200 GeV. The photonic electron yield is calculated by Npho =
(NUL − NLS)/εpho, where NUL and NLS are the numbers
of unlike-sign and like-sign electron pairs, respectively, and
εpho is the partner-finding efficiency (also called the photonic
electron tagging efficiency). This method assumes that there
is no contribution from correlated hadron pairs at the low
invariant mass range. It was demonstrated [44] that the effect
of correlated hadron pairs on the photonic electron yield
calculations is negligible with the invariant mass cut and purity
level in our measurement. The εpho was determined from full
GEANT simulations of the STAR detector, which include π0
and η Dalitz decays and γ conversions in the detector material.
We use the measured pion (π± and π0) and direct photon pT
spectra as an input in these simulations. Figure 2(b) shows εpho
as a function of pT ; it varies from 15% at 0.5 GeV/c to 60%
at 7 GeV/c.
The “raw” number of electrons from heavy-flavor decays,
NeHF, is given by NeHF = pNI − Npho, where NI is the
inclusive electron candidate yield and p is the purity. In
addition to photonic electrons, other sources of background
in this analysis are weak kaon decay (K± → e±νπ0 and
K0L → e±νπ∓), called Ke3, Drell-Yan, quarkonia, and other
vector mesons [40]. Ke3 is the largest source of that secondary
background at low pT (pT < 1 GeV/c), and we subtract it
from our electron sample, as described later in this section.
The contribution from J/ψ → e+e− decays is less than 1%
at pT < 2 GeV/c and increases with pT to 20% at pT ≈
7 GeV/c. This contribution is expected to be approximately
energy independent because D → e and J/ψ → e+e− yields
depend on the total cross section for charm production in a
similar way. The Drell-Yan production and ϒ decays play a
negligible role with a less than 1% effect.
The vector meson (ω → e+e−, π0e+e−, η′ → γ e+e−,
φ → e+e−, ρ → e+e−) contribution changes with the energy
since the charm cross section decreases faster with decreasing√
s than the production of light mesons. We calculate that ω,
η′, φ, ρ feed-down contributes 5–10 % of eHF in minimum-
bias Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV, approximately
independent of pT . At lower energies, the vector meson
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FIG. 3. Electron pair invariant mass distribution for electrons
with 1.2 < pT < 2 GeV/c for the 0–60 % most central Au+Au
collisions at (a) √sNN = 39 GeV, (b) √sNN = 62.4 GeV, and (c)√
sNN = 200 GeV.
contribution is estimated to be ∼5% at pT < 0.5 GeV/c,
increasing to ∼15% at 62.4 GeV/c and ∼20% at 39 GeV
for 0.5 < pT < 2 GeV/c.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of the eHF electron signal (with Ke3
background subtracted) to the photonic electron background
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FIG. 4. Signal-to-background ratio for electrons from heavy-
flavor hadron decays in Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200, 62.4,
and 39 GeV in events with minimum-bias (“Min-Bias”) and high
tower (“High-Tower”) triggers. The error bars represent the statistical
uncertainty, and the brackets represent the systematic uncertainties.
See text for details.
for Au+Au collisions at 200, 62.4, and 39 GeV. At 200 GeV,
this ratio varies from 0.3 at low pT to 1.4 at pT above 5 GeV/c.
Overall, this ratio is lower at 62.4 and 39 GeV compared to
200 GeV because the cross section for heavy quark production
decreases faster with decreasing colliding energy than does the
cross section for the photonic electron background.
Elliptic flow is defined as the second harmonic (v2) in
the Fourier expansion of the particle azimuthal anisotropic
distribution with respect to the reaction plane, RP [45]:
d2N
dpT dφ
∝ 1 +
∞∑
n=1
2vn(pT ) cos (n(φ − RP)), (1)
where φ and pT represent the azimuthal angle and the trans-
verse momentum of the particle, respectively. The reaction
plane is defined with the impact parameter and the beam
momenta. In practice, the estimated reaction plane is called
the event plane.
To determine the elliptic flow of electrons from heavy-flavor
hadron decays, veHF2 , we first measure the inclusive electron
vI2 , the photonic electron v
pho
2 , and the hadron azimuthal
anisotropy vH2 and their yields. Then the veHF2 is given by
veHF2 =
NIv
I
2 − Nphovpho2 − NHvH2
NeHF
, (2)
where NH = (1 − p)NI is the hadron contamination. vH2 is
calculated as the sum of v2 for different particle species
[46–48] weighted by their yields in the inclusive electron
sample. These yields are estimated based on the purity studies.
The elliptic flow of these components (inclusive and photonic
electrons and hadrons) can be measured using any method (for
instance, v2{2}, v2{4}, or v2{EP}).
In the v2{2} and v2{4} analyses, we obtain vI2 and vH2 directly
from the data. The inclusive electron v2{2} and v2{4} are
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calculated using the direct cumulant method [49]: for v2{2} we
correlate an electron with a single hadron, while one electron
is correlated with three hadrons for v2{4}. To optimize the
procedure, v2{2} and v2{4} of the eHF are calculated with
respect to the so-called reference flow [49]. The reference
flow is v2 averaged over some phase space that serves as a
reference for pT -differential studies of particles of interest
(eHF in this case). We calculate the reference flow using tracks
with 0.2 < pT < 2 GeV/c within |η| < 1, excluding tracks
with |nσelectron| < 3 to avoid self-correlations. The results are
corrected for nonuniform azimuthal detector acceptance by
applying the procedure described in Ref. [49]. vpho2 is given
by GEANT simulations of electrons from γ conversions and
π0 and η Dalitz decays, where the measured parent v2(pT )
and pT spectra are required as an input. Direct photon v2
values and pT spectra at 200 GeV are taken from Refs.
[50–52]. For Au+Au collisions at 62.4 and 39 GeV, there
are no published direct photon data available; therefore, we
use results for p + p and assume binary scaling of the
direct photon yield. We use next-to-leading-order perturbative
QCD (pQCD) calculations for p + p at 62.4 GeV [53,54]
and E706 data for 39 GeV [55]. We use the v2(pT ) (v2{2}
and v2{EP}) and pT spectra for neutral and charged pions
measured by STAR and PHENIX as input for the simulation
[42,46,56–59]. The input distributions are parametrized in the
simulation: pion spectra are fitted with a power law function
f (pT ) = A(e−BpT −Cp2T + pT /D)−n, where A, B, C, D, and
n are fit parameters and we assume mT scaling for η. For the
direct γ spectrum, we employ a power law plus exponential fit.
The v2 data are parametrized with a fourth-order polynomial.
In the event-plane analysis, we reconstruct an event plane
using tracks with 0.15 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c and |η| < 1 in order
to reduce the effect of jets on the event-plane estimation.
We exclude tracks with |nσelectron| < 3 to avoid possible self-
correlations between the particle of interest (the electron) and
tracks used in the event-plane reconstruction. The results are
corrected for nonuniform detector acceptance using φ weight-
ing and event-by-event shifting of the planes, which is needed
to make the final distribution of the event planes isotropic [33].
We obtain veHF2 {EP} directly from the data: we measure the eHF
production differentially at all azimuthal angles with respect
to the event plane and fit the distribution with dN/dφ =
A × [1 + 2vobserved2 cos(2φ)], where φ ≡ φ − EP is the
electron azimuthal angle φ measured with respect to the event
plane EP, reconstructed event by event. The final veHF2 {EP}
is calculated by correcting vobserved2 with the so-called event-
plane resolution R: veHF2 {EP} = vobserved2 /R. The event-plane
resolution is estimated from the correlation of the planes of
independent subevents [33] and it is on the level of 0.7 for
0–60 % central events.
The Ke3 contribution is estimated using a full GEANT
simulation of the STAR detector for both K0L and charged
kaons. We use the K0S pT spectra measured by STAR [60–62]
as an input in these simulations. The efficiency for Ke3
reconstruction is very low at low pT due to a DCA cut
applied in the analysis: 2% at pT = 0.5 GeV/c and 5% at
pT = 1 GeV/c. We compared the Ke3 background to the
expected heavy-flavor decay electron yield taking into account
the single-electron reconstruction efficiency and acceptance.
In the case of Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV, we use the
eHF spectra measured by PHENIX [20] as an input. For
Au+Au collisions at 39 and 62.4 GeV, the eHF pT spectrum
for low pT is not available and we use a perturbative QCD
prediction for eHF production [63] scaled by the number
of binary collisions. The eHF measurements in p + p at√
sNN = 200 GeV are consistent with the upper limit of the
pQCD calculation; therefore, we use the upper limit on the
predictions as an estimate of eHF yield at lower energies.
The Ke3 electron background is small at 200 GeV and it
decreases with increasing pT : we estimate it to be 8% for
pT < 1 GeV/c and less than 2% for pT > 3 GeV/c. However,
the heavy quark production cross section decreases faster with
decreasing energy than does the cross section for strangeness
production. Thus the relative Ke3 electron background is larger
at 39 and 62.4 GeV than at the top RHIC energy: it amounts
to ≈30% for pT < 0.5 GeV/c and ≈10% for 0.5 < pT <
3 GeV/c at 62.4 GeV. It is even higher at 39 GeV: ≈50% for
pT < 0.5 GeV/c and ≈20% for 0.5 < pT < 3 GeV/c. We
calculate the Ke3 v2 using a GEANT simulation of the STAR
detector taking as input the kaon pT spectrum [60–62] and v2
[47,64] measured by STAR. The expected Ke3 pT spectrum
and v2 are then subtracted from the measured electron yield
and v2.
There are three dominant sources of systematic uncertain-
ties in this analysis: the photonic electron tagging efficiency,
the purity, and the input parameters to the photonic electron
v2 simulation. We estimated the systematic uncertainty on
εpho by varying the contribution of direct photons to the
photonic electron yield (we consider two cases: a negligible
direct photon yield or a contribution two times larger than
the default), by comparing the partner-finding efficiency in
the simulations and the data and by varying the input pion
spectra within their statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The uncertainties on the input spectra are studied with a Monte
Carlo approach. We randomly shift the data points by their
combined uncertainties (statistical and systematic) assuming
these uncertainties have Gaussian distributions and that pT -bin
to pT -bin correlations between systematic uncertainties are
insignificant. Then we refit the input spectra and we use the
fit results as an input in the εpho calculation. Such a procedure
is repeated many times to obtain the εpho distribution for a
given pT bin. The standard deviation of this distribution for
a given pT is taken as an estimate of systematic uncertainty
owing to the precision of input spectra. The partner tagging
efficiency is estimated using data in the following way. We
assume that efficiencies for different cuts for a partner (number
of TPC points on the track, distance of closest approach
between photonic electron candidate and a partner, and ratio of
number of points to the maximum possible) are independent
of each other. The efficiency for a given cut is calculated as
a ratio of the number of partner tracks that passed a given
cut to the number without that condition. Then the photonic
electron tagging efficiency is a product of the efficiencies
of the different cuts. This approach does not rely on the
details of the simulations of photonic electron sources or the
STAR detector, but it neglects possible correlations between
efficiencies. The relative uncertainty owing to the difference
of εpho in the simulation vs data is less than 6% and we
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TABLE II. Main sources of systematic uncertainties of the various elements of the analysis. Most of the uncertainties are pT dependent.
Uncertainties on various elements of the analysis Relative uncertainty
√
sNN = 200 GeV √sNN = 62.4 GeV √sNN = 39 GeV
Purity 1–65% 1–44% 1–19%
εpho 7% 8% 10%
Direct photon yield 0.5–6% 0.5–4% 0.5–6%
Partner-finding efficiency in the simulation vs data 6% 6% 6%
Input π 0 and η pT spectrum <1% <1% <1%
Statistical uncertainty 2% 4% 5%
Photonic electron v2 6–20% 6% 6%
Ke3 contribution to eHF 1–3% 1–3% 1–5%
Ke3 electron v2 15–20% 15–20% 20%
assign 6% as a conservative estimate of this uncertainty. We
found that the direct photon contribution and the difference
in the value of εpho obtained from simulations and real data
dominate the systematic uncertainty. The overall systematic
uncertainty on εpho is ±7% at 200 GeV, ±8% at 62.4 GeV, and
±10% at 39 GeV. The systematic uncertainty on the purity
is estimated by varying the constraints in a multi-Gaussian fit
and by changing the fit model for kaons and protons: we used
nσelectron distributions obtained directly from the data using
TOF with strict mass cuts instead of Gaussian functions. These
uncertainties vary strongly with pT ; Fig. 2(a) shows the purity
with the combined systematic and statistical uncertainties.
The uncertainty on the photonic electron v2 and the Ke3 v2 is
evaluated by varying the input pT and v2 spectra within their
statistical and systematic uncertainties (employing the same
Monte Carlo approach as used for εpho) and varying the relative
contributions of the simulation components for the photonic
electron v2. The overall uncertainty on the photonic electron
v2 is 6% for pT < 5 GeV/c. However, at high pT in Au+Au
collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV it increases with pT to 20%
at pT = 7 GeV/c. The uncertainty on the Ke3 v2 is 15–20 %.
We estimate the systematic uncertainty on the Ke3/eHF ratio
by varying the input eHF distribution. At 200 GeV, we vary the
input spectra within statistical and systematic uncertainties; at
39 and 62.4 GeV, we use the central value of pQCD predictions
as an estimate of the lower limit on the eHF production.
Table II summarizes the uncertainties of various elements of
the measurement.
III. RESULTS
Figure 5 shows the inclusive and photonic electron v2{2}
and v2{4} for the 0–60 % most central Au+Au collisions at
200, 62.4, and 39 GeV. The photonic electron v2 is larger
than the inclusive electron v2 at low and intermediate pT
(pT < 4 GeV/c), which indicates that the eHF v2 has to be
smaller than vI2 . Figure 6 shows the eHF elliptic flow v2 at√
sNN = 200 GeV [Fig. 6(a)] and 62.4 and 39 GeV [Fig. 6(b)].
We observe positive v2{2} and v2{4} for pT > 0.5 GeV/c
at 200 GeV. At high pT , the v2{2} and v2{EP} results are
consistent with each other, as expected. There is a hint of an
increase of v2 withpT for pT > 4 GeV/c, which is probably an
effect of jetlike correlations. We estimate the strength of these
correlations for pT > 2.5 GeV/c using eHF-hadron correla-
tions in p + p at √s = 200 GeV [65]; the nonflow correlations
in p + p are scaled by the hadron multiplicity in Au+Au
collisions, similarly to Ref. [68]. If we assume that the nonflow
correlations in p + p are similar to those in Au+Au collisions,
then the nonflow in Au+Au reactions can be estimated by
vnonflow2 =
〈〈2′〉〉pp
v2{2}Ref
〈
N
pp
h
〉
〈
NAAh
〉 , (3)
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where 〈〈2′〉〉pp is the average two-particle correlation of eHF
and hadrons in p + p, 〈Npph 〉 and 〈NAAh 〉 are the average num-
ber of hadrons in p + p and Au+Au collisions, respectively,
and v2{2}Ref is the reference v2 in Au+Au collisions. The
jetlike correlation may be considerably modified in the QGP;
therefore, this procedure likely gives a conservative estimate
of the nonflow.
We found that PYTHIA simulations, with the trigger and
single track reconstruction efficiencies included, reproduce
well the vnonflow2 obtained with p + p data at 200 GeV. Thus
we use PYTHIA to estimate the vnonflow2 for pT < 2.5 GeV/c.
The black solid line in Fig. 6(a) shows the jetlike correlations
expected in Au+Au collisions, with the gray band representing
the statistical uncertainties combined with the systematic un-
certainties due to electron identification and photonic electron
rejection [65]. Those correlations can explain the rise of v2{2}
and v2{EP} with pT ; more than 60% of the v2 signal at high
pT could be explained by the central value of nonflow [black
solid line in Fig. 6(a)]. This indicates that “conventional” jet
correlations (i.e., correlations unrelated to the reaction plane)
are likely to dominate v2 for pT > 4 GeV/c. We did not
estimate the jetlike correlation at 39 and 62.4 GeV because the
eHF-hadron correlation data are not available at those energies.
STAR data are compared to PHENIX measurements for
|η| < 0.35 in Fig. 6(a). PHENIX used beam-beam counters
(BBCs) with a pseudorapidity coverage of 3.0 < |η| < 3.9 to
measure the event plane. A large pseudorapidity gap between
the BBCs and the detector used for electron identification
is expected to reduce the effect of jetlike correlations and
resonance decays on the v2 measurement. PHENIX data
are consistent with STAR results in the pT range where
they overlap (pT  4 GeV/c). The ALICE collaboration
also measured the heavy-flavor decay electron v2 in Pb+Pb
collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV [29] using an event-plane
method and the observed elliptic flow at low and intermediate
pT (pT < 5 GeV/c) is similar to that at RHIC. At higher
pT , the v2 in Pb+Pb collisions decreases with increasing
transverse momenta, contrary to our results. The ALICE
collaboration uses an event-plane method with a rapidity gap
of |η| > 0.9 which reduces nonflow correlations. Thus, the
high-pT trend observed by STAR suggests a contribution of
jetlike correlations to the measured v2.
At 39 and 62.4 GeV, v2{2} is consistent with zero up to
pT = 1.6 GeV/c [see Fig. 6(b)]. We further check if the v2
values observed for the two lower energies deviate significantly
from the trend seen at the top RHIC energy. We quantify the
difference using the χ2 test to verify the null hypothesis that
the v2{2} at 200 GeV is consistent with those at 62.4 and
39 GeV for pT < 1 GeV/c. We define the test statistic as
χ2 =
∑
pT <1 GeV/c
(
v200 GeV2 − vlower2
)2
σ 2200 GeV + σ 2lower
, (4)
where vlower2 and σlower denote v2 and σ for lower energies,
σ =
√
σ 2stat + σ 2syst, the number of degrees of freedom (NDF)
is 2, and we assumed that these two samples are independent
of one another and the uncertainties have normal distribu-
tions. The χ2/NDF value for a consistency between 200
and 62.4 GeV is 6.3/2, which corresponds to a probabil-
ity p = 0.043 of observing a χ2 that exceeds the current
measured χ2 by chance. For the comparison between 200
and 39 GeV, χ2/NDF = 3.82/2, which corresponds to p =
0.148. PHENIX reported that the measured v2 of heavy-flavor
decay electrons in Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 62.4 GeV is
positive when averaged across pT between 1.3 and 2.5 GeV/c
[69]. However, the PHENIX v2 result is less than 1.5σ away
from zero when systematic and statistical uncertainties are
taken into account (Fig. 23 in Ref. [69]). PHENIX v2{EP}
measurements in Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 62.4 GeV
agree with STAR results in the overlapping pT range within
sizable uncertainties.
Contrary to the results for light hadrons, for which a positive
v2 is observed and the difference between
√
sNN = 200 and
39 GeV is small, our measurements in Au+Au collisions at
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FIG. 7. The eHF elliptic flow v2{2} and v2{4} at √sNN = 200 GeV
(minimum bias) from Fig. 6(a) compared to model calculations.
√
sNN = 62.4 and 39 GeV indicate that the v2 of electrons
from heavy-flavor hadron decays is consistent with zero.
Moreover, the v2 for eHF at both
√
sNN = 39 and 62.4 GeV
is systematically lower than at √sNN = 200 GeV for pT <
1 GeV/c.
The observed v2 for eHF is modified with respect to the
parent quark v2 due to the decay kinematics of the parent
heavy hadron. This effect is shown in Fig. 7 by the predictions
for heavy quark elliptic flow and the resulting electron v2 from
the partonic transport model BAMPS (Boltzmann approach
to multiparton scatterings) [70,71]. The eHF production at
low transverse momenta is dominated by charm hadron
decays [65].
Although the PYTHIA simulation shows that the correlation
between an azimuthal angle of eHF and the parent D meson
decreases with decreasing pT due to the D-meson decay
kinematics, there is still a correlation even at pT ∼ 0.2 GeV/c.
Therefore, the observed difference of v2 values may indicate
that charm quarks interact less strongly with the surrounding
nuclear matter at these two lower energies compared to√
sNN = 200 GeV. However, more data are required to draw
definitive conclusions.
As discussed before, the eHF v2 is modified with respect to
the parent quark v2. Also, the eHF pT spectrum is shifted to-
wards lower pT compared to the parent hadron spectra, which
makes the interpretation of the eHF data model dependent.
Figure 7 shows the eHF v2{2} and v2{4} at 200 GeV compared
to a few models of heavy quark interactions with the partonic
medium, which are described below. Note that all models here
calculate the elliptic flow of eHF and heavy quarks with respect
to the reaction plane. The flow fluctuations and nonflow are
not included there; therefore, the predicted v2 values should
be between v2{2} and v2{4}. Unfortunately, limited statistics
do not allow us to quantify this difference in the data; the
measured v2{4} is consistent with v2{2} within uncertainties.
In a partonic transport model, BAMPS [70,71] (blue dash-
dotted line in Fig. 7), heavy quarks lose energy by collisional
energy loss with the rest of the medium. To account for
radiative energy loss, which is not implemented in this model,
the heavy quark scattering cross section is scaled up by a phe-
nomenological factor, K = 3.5. In BAMPS, the hadronization
is implemented as fragmentation into D and B mesons using
the Peterson function. Thus, the observed positive v2 of eHF
comes only from the elliptic flow of charm quarks. Indeed,
heavy quarks have a large elliptic flow in this model (dotted
line). Note that the Peterson fragmentation is not an appropriate
description of hadronization at low pT and other, more
sophisticated mechanisms (for instance, coalescence) should
be implemented. Overall, BAMPS describes the v2{2} data
well, but it slightly underestimates the nuclear modification
factor RAA for heavy-flavor decay electrons, reported by
PHENIX, at intermediate pT (1.5 < pT < 4 GeV/c) [71]. It
was shown in Ref. [72] that initial-state parton-kT broadening
(also called the Cronin effect) increases the predicted RAA in
a pT range of 1–3 GeV/c and improves the agreement with
the data. However, it has almost no effect at high pT and thus
it is not important for the energy loss studies.
The dash-dotted green line in Fig. 7 shows the implemen-
tation of radiative and collisional energy loss from Gossiaux
et al. [72–74]. It is a QCD-inspired model with the pQCD
description of heavy quark quenching and additional non-
perturbative corrections, with the hadronization implemented
as coalescence at low pT and pure fragmentation for high
momentum quarks. In this model, there is little contribution
from the light quark to the heavy meson v2 and almost all
the D- or B-meson elliptic flow comes from the charm and
bottom v2. This model describes the eHF nuclear modification
factor at RHIC well. It underpredicts the v2{2} at intermediate
pT , but there is a reasonable agreement with the v2{4} data.
Nevertheless, it predicts a positive eHF v2, which indicates a
positive charm quark v2.
The TMatrix interactions model [67,75] is a nonperturba-
tive approach to heavy quark energy loss. In this framework,
the heavy quark interaction with the medium is simulated
with relativistic Fokker-Planck-Langevin dynamics for elastic
scattering in a strongly coupled QGP (modeled by relativistic
hydrodynamics). The model assumes strong coupling between
heavy quarks and the bulk medium; hadronization is imple-
mented by combining recombination and fragmentation. In
this model, heavy quark resonances are formed in the medium
at temperatures up to 1.5 times the critical temperature Tc
and scatter off the light quarks in the QGP. The resonant
rescattering increases the relaxation rates for charm quarks
compared to pQCD scattering of quarks and gluons. This
approach also successfully describes the nuclear modification
factor and there is a good agreement with the v2{4} data,
although it misses the v2{2} data points at intermediate pT
(solid black line). The model predicts a moderate difference
between v2 in Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200 and 62.4 GeV
at low pT and the calculation for v2 at
√
sNN = 62.4 GeV [66]
in Fig. 6(b) is consistent with our data.
Note that v2 should be sensitive to the heavy quark
hadronization mechanism. He et al. [67] and Gossiaux et al.
[72–74] use a coalescence approach in the shown pT range,
while in the BAMPS model heavy quarks fragment into
mesons. In general, coalescence is expected to give a larger
v2 of the mesons due to the contribution of the light quark
flow. However, it is shown in Refs. [20,76] that elliptic flow of
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light quarks alone cannot account for the observed eHF v2. The
data are approximately reproduced if in the model [76] charm
quarks have an elliptic flow similar to that of light quarks.
The theoretical models discussed here, despite the different
mechanisms employed, assume that charm quarks are strongly
coupled with the medium and have a positive elliptic flow.
All these models qualitatively follow the trend of the data.
To further discriminate between models, a simultaneous
comparison with other experimental observables (nuclear
modification factor, azimuthal correlations) as a function of
beam energy is required. Moreover, precision measurements
of these quantities for charmed and bottom hadrons separately
are necessary to further constrain the models and to advance
our understanding of the partonic medium properties. Two
new STAR detectors, the Heavy Flavor Tracker and the Muon
Telescope Detector [77], will deliver such data in the next few
years.
IV. SUMMARY
We measured the azimuthal anisotropy v2 of heavy-flavor
decay electrons over a broad range of energy, starting from
the point where the quark-gluon plasma state is observed.
We report the first measurement of azimuthal anisotropy of
electrons from heavy-flavor hadron decays using two- and
four-particle correlations at √sNN = 200 GeV, and v2{2} at
62.4 and 39 GeV. eHF v2{2} and v2{4} are nonzero at low
and intermediate pT at 200 GeV; more data are needed to
quantify the effect of fluctuations and nonflow on the measured
elliptic flow. At lower energies, the measured value of v2{2}
is consistent with zero and systematically smaller than those
at
√
sNN = 200 GeV for pT < 1 GeV/c, although more data
are required before one can draw definite conclusions. The
difference between eHF v2 observed at
√
sNN = 62.4 and
39 GeV at low traverse momenta and that at √sNN = 200 GeV
may suggest that charm quarks interact less strongly with
the surrounding nuclear matter at these two lower energies
compared to √sNN = 200 GeV. However, additional high-
precision measurements in a broader pT range are required to
validate this hypothesis.
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